The hierarchy between the electroweak and Planck scales can be reduced when the extra dimensions are compactified with large volume or with warped geometry, resulting in the fundamental scale of the order of TeV. In such a scenario, one can experimentally study the physics above the Planck scale. We discuss black hole/ring production at future colliders.
Introduction
Black hole production is one of the most important prediction in the large [?] and warped (RS1) [?] extra dimension scenarios in which the fundamental gravitational scale becomes of the order of TeV.
a The classical black hole production cross section in higher dimensions (for initial two point-particles stuck on the 3-brane) is roughly [?, ?] σ ∼ πr
where n is the number of extra dimensions, M P is the higher dimensional Planck scale, and r S is the Schwarzschild radius of the higher dimensional black hole whose mass is equal to the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy √ s (see also Refs. [?, ?] ). Note that this cross section increases with the c.m. energy b and therefore this process will eventually dominate over any short distance interactions as one increases the * Invited talk in the 10th Marcel Grossmann Meeting in Rio de Janeiro, 20-26 July 2003 a In RS1 scenario the fundamental scale changes along the extra dimension, being of the order of TeV at our visible brane. b We note that this process is truly non-perturbative and that there is no contradiction with the argument of the perturbative unitarity in local quantum field theory.
energy above M P .
c In ordinary four dimensional (n = 0) gravity, this cross section gives σ ∼ 10 −50 fb even for √ s = 100 TeV and does not seem accessible within our current or near future technology. In contrast, in the presence of large/warped extra dimension(s) the Planck scale M P is of order TeV and the cross section (1) gives σ > ∼ TeV −2 400 pb at the typical energy scale of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) leading to millions of black holes per year [?] .
The black hole production process is not only interesting to consider but also fundamental in the following sense. . Above this scale, the string perturbation theory breaks down and the string picture is expected to be altered by the black hole picture in which the semi-classical treatment becomes better and better as one increases the energy. (Around this scale, a black hole is related to massive modes of a single string via the correspondence principle [?] .
d ) This type of infrared-ultraviolet (IR-UV) duality always appears when one tries to obtain a quantum description of gravitational interactions: One can describe the IR region perturbatively, which can be mapped into the UV region by a duality. The region of true interest is intermediate one where both pictures break down and a non-perturbative formulation of quantum gravity (or string theory) becomes relevant. Given the status of the theoretical development, an experimental signature of quantum gravity in this intermediate region would be observed as discrepancy from the semi-classical behavior in the black hole picture, which is universal in the high energy limit. Therefore in order to investigate quantum gravity effects, it is essential to predict the semi-classical black hole behavior as precisely as possible. This is the main motivation of our work [?] .
Production

Black holes
Following the above argument, we assume that the classical black hole production cross section is a good approximation for the collision of two partons with √ s sufficiently larger than M P . Let us consider two massless particles colliding with impact parameter b and c.m. energy √ s = M i so that each particle has momentum M i /2 in the c.m. frame. Neglecting the spins of colliding particles, the initial angular c Recently, the opposite possibility is proposed that the gravity becomes weak rather than strong above its cut-off scale set at ∼ 10 −3 eV, though it is yet unknown how to realize it in some quantum gravity model (or in string theory) [?] . d Originally the argument of the correspondence principle is for fixed energy (mass), varying the string coupling [?] , but the same argument holds for fixed coupling varying the energy (mass). momentum before collision is J i = bM i /2. (See Fig. 1 for a schematic picture.) Suppose that a black hole forms whenever the initial two particles (characterized by M i and J i ) can be wrapped inside the event horizon of the black hole with the mass M = M i and angular momentum J = J i :
where r h (M, J) is the horizon radius of the higher dimensional Kerr black hole.
BH forms when with . Since r h (M, J) is a monotonically decreasing function of J for fixed M , there is a maximum impact parameter b max which saturates the inequality (2):
giving the black hole production cross section σ = πb 2 max . The formula (3) fits the numerical result of b max with full consideration of general relativity by Yoshino and Nambu [?] within an accuracy of less than 1.5% for n ≥ 2 and 6.5% for n = 1.
We note that this result is obtained in the approximation where we neglect all the effects of emissions during the formulation of the black hole (balding phase), i.e. we assume that the initial c.m. energy M i and angular momentum J i become directly the resultant black hole mass M = M i and angular momentum J = J i . The coincidence of our result with the numerical study suggests that this approximation is actually viable for higher dimensional black hole formation at least unless b is very close to b max .
Once we neglect the balding phase, the initial impact parameter b directly leads to the resultant angular momentum of the black hole J = bM/2. Since the impact parameter [b, b + db] contributes to the cross section 2πbdb, we obtain the (differential) production cross section of the black hole with mass M and angular momentum
where
with the values of j n summarized in Table 1 . The differential cross section (4) linearly increases with the angular momentum and the black hole tends to be produced with large angular momentum. For typical mass of the black hole produced at LHC M/M P ∼ 5, the value of J max is J max ∼ 3, 5, . . . , 10 and 12 for n = 1, 2, . . . , 6 and 7, respectively; for large n, the angular momentum is not only sizable but also larger than the mass in Planck units and hence is even safer to be treated semi-classically than the mass is.
Integrating the expression (4), we obtain
where the form factor F is summarized in Table 2 . This result implies that, apart from the four-dimensional case, we would underestimate the production cross section of black holes if we do not take the angular momentum into account. 
Black rings
Black holes can have various non-trivial topologies in higher dimensions. In particular in five dimensions (n = 1) one can construct an explicit solution for a stationary rotating black ring which is homeomorphic to
Here we consider the possibility of higher dimensional S 1 × S n+1 black ring formation. Since we do not know how to extend the five dimensional solution to (4 + n) dimensions, we work in the Newtonian approximation for ring dynamics assuming that nonlinear effects will not change the qualitative features. Let us consider a rotating massive circle with radius , mass M and angular momentum J in (4 + n)-spacetime dimensions. For given J, the gravitational attraction F g and centrifugal force F c are
where G is the (4 + n)-dimensional Newton constant. Therefore we expect that the stationary solution is allowed only for n = 1 and that the ring either shrinks or explodes monotonically for n ≥ 2. Let r be the Schwarzschild radius of the point mass in the (3 + n)-dimensional effective theory which is obtained by integrating along the S 1 direction: r ∼ (GM/ ) 1/n . Two conditions must hold for a black ring to form in flat space picture:
(1) > r must hold so that the hole of doughnut is not filled up; (2) F c > F g must hold so that the ring does not start to shrink but to explode.
These conditions result in the following minimum value for the angular momentum:
where the values of k n are summarized in Table 1 . f This result shows that when n is large, J min for exploding black rings is one or two order(s) of magnitude smaller than J max to form a virtual event horizon shown in Fig. 1 (i.e. to have strong nonperturbative gravitational interactions). Therefore we expect that the exploding black rings are possibly produced if there are many extra dimensions, though they will suffer from the black string instability when they become sufficiently large thin rings and their fate is unpredictable at this stage.
Evaporation
Black holes radiate mainly on the brane [?] .
g So we study brane field emission from a higher dimensional black hole.
f Recall that the argument presented here is a qualitative order estimation. Numerical coefficients kn are estimated by assuming Newtonian forces for two point particles with each mass M/2. See Ref.
[?] for details. (The value k 0 is meaningless but presented just for comparison.) g One may argue that a bulk graviton emission is not negligible based on the following two points: (i) The graviton has larger number of degrees of freedom in higher dimension; (ii) The superradiant graviton emission for highly rotating black hole can be greatly enhanced by the greybody factor. The former point becomes milder after fixing various moduli fields. (Typically all the four dimensional scalars coming from the Kaluza-Klein decomposition of the graviton must be made
Brane field equations
We make the following ansatz for the Newman-Penrose null tetrads:
It is straightforward to check that Eq. (9) results in the correct form of the induced four dimensional metric (of the totally geodesic probe brane) in the higher dimensional Kerr field
The parameters µ and a are related to the mass M and angular momentum J of the higher dimensional black hole by
2 ) is the area of the unit sphere S n+2 .
Utilizing the null tetrads (9) one can show that the brane field equations for a massless field with spin s = 0, 1 2 and 1 are separable 1 sin ϑddϑ (sin ϑdSdϑ)
where K = (r 2 + a 2 )ω − ma, A is the angular eigenvalue, and the following decomposition is employed
(Here and hereafter, m stands for a number in the decomposition (15) rather than the 1-form in Eq. (9).) This is one of our main results. The angular part (13) is massive for the theory to be viable.) The latter cannot be answered at this stage since no one has presented the bulk graviton field equation for the higher dimensional Kerr black hole. One could assume that this type of superradiant emission is already taken into account when one follows the conservative treatment mentioned in Footnote e.
not modified from four dimensions and can be solved in terms of the spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics s S lm (aω; ϑ, ϕ) with the angular eigenvalue
Greybody factors
The greybody factors Γ determine the Hawking radiation for each brane mode:
where Q = (ω −mΩ)/2πT , and hence determine the spectrum of the decay products of the black hole completely (up to a few quanta emitted in the Planck phase where the semi-classical treatment of the black hole radiation breaks down). In most literature the greybody factors are assumed to take the form of the geometrical optics (g.o.) limit:
Once we obtain the brane field equation (14), we can calculate Γ for each mode as the absorption probability at infinity with purely ingoing boundary condition put at the horizon. We define the following dimensionless quantities
Then Q can be written as Q = (1+a 2 * ) ω − ma * where a * = a/r h . In five dimensions (n = 1), we solve the radial equation (14) both in the near-horizon and far-field limits ξ 1/ ω and ξ 1 + | Q|, respectively,
where 2 F 1 and 1 F 1 are hypergeometric functions. Then we match both solutions at the consistent overlapping region 1 + | Q| ξ 1/ ω in the low frequency limit ω 1/r h . By this matching we obtain the constants B 1 and B 2 in terms of s, l and Q, which lead to the following analytic formula for the greybody factor:
with (α) n = n n =1 (α + n − 1) being Pochhammer's symbol. For concreteness, we write down the explicit expansion of Eq. (21) up to O( ω 6 ) terms
We have shown the greybody factors for the higher dimensional Kerr black hole. That of the Schwarzschild black hole is included in the limit a * → 0 ( Q → ω). Note that the low frequency behavior of vector (s = 1) is different from g.o. limit (18) in its powers of ω even in the limit a * → 0. We can see that the numerical coefficient quickly becomes smaller as l becomes larger.
Radiation from Randall-Sundrum black hole
In Figs. 2-4, we show the power spectra for spin s = 0, 1 2 and 1 fields. The black lines are our results from a * = 0 to 1.5. (The maximum a * allowed for the black hole production by Eq. (5) is (a * ) max = n+2 2 = 1.5.) Note that our approximation is valid for ω < min(1, a −1 * ). The gray line is the power spectrum in the g.o. limit (18). (For spinor and vector, the lower gray line is multiplied by the phenomenological weighting factor 2/3 and 1/4, respectively, which are introduced to mimic the four dimensional result in some papers.)
We can see that the spectrum is substantially different from the g.o. limit. (The low frequency behavior of vector emission is different from the g.o. limit in its powers of ω; see Fig. 5 in the log-log plot.) When the black hole is highly rotating (i.e. when a * is large), the power spectrum is substantially reduced from the g.o. limit especially for scalars and spinors (s = 0 and 1 2 ). This can be considered as superradiant effect enhancing the higher spin emission (s = 1) compared to the lower ones (s = 0 and 1 2 ). (This can also be seen by comparing the height of the peaks in Figs. 7 and 8.) We expect that this superradiance will be more significant when n is large since (a * ) max = n + 22 is much larger for, say, n = 7 than for n = 1 making ) power spectrum r h dE/dt dω vs r h ω. Upper gray line is the geometrical optics limit (lower one is multiplied by 2/3; see text). the higher powers of Q ( −ma * ) more significant in Eq. (23) (or in its counterpart for n ≥ 2).
In Figs. 6-8, we present the angular dependent power spectra for spin s = 0, 1 2 and 1 fields when a * = (a * ) max = 1.5. Recall that our approximation is valid for ω < min(1, a −1 * ). We observe that there is a large angular dependence. Note that cos ϑ = 1 (−1) is the direction (anti)parallel to the angular momentum of the black hole which is perpendicular to the beam axis and that cos ϑ = 0 contains the direction of beam axis (for some value of ϕ). (Even after averaging over the rotation around the beam axis, there still remains strong angular dependences for spinor and vector fields.) We note that since only one helicity component is used in Figs. 7 and 8 , the large up-down asymmetry does not imply a parity violation when we sum up the opposite components. (Neutrinos are exceptional since they do not have opposite helicity states to be paired with them.) The angular dependence shown in Figs. 6-8 vanishes when we take the limit a * → 0.
Summary and discussion
We have shown that black holes tend to be produced with large angular momentum and that the production cross section of the black hole increases when one takes this into account. We have also estimated the possibility of black ring formation and found that it may be produced when there are many extra dimensions, though its fate is currently unknown. It would be interesting to estimate the black ring production cross section too. (One way might be to follow our argument for the black hole production.)
We have presented the spin s = 0, dimensional Kerr black hole and have shown that they are separable. We have analytically solved them for the five dimensional case (n = 1) and obtained the greybody factor in the low frequency limit. Note that our results include the case of Schwarzschild black hole in the limit a → 0. This is the first time that the greybody factors of brane spinor and vector fields are obtained for the higher dimensional black hole regardless of whether it is rotating or not. We have found that the resulting power spectra are substantially modified from the geometrical optics limit and that there is strong angular dependence. We expect that these features remain qualitatively the same for any number of extra dimensions n.
It is important to obtain the greybody factors for higher dimensional Kerr black hole numerically without relying on the low frequency expansion to determine the total radiation of the black hole from its birth till the end for general n. This work is in progress.
